Patient Privacy is a self-paced online course where nurses learn patient privacy principles, encompassing and moving past HIPAA regulations into topics of confidentiality, personal space, and other aspects of patient privacy. Through self-assessment, interaction, and skill development nurses will build on their professional competencies to assure patients that the nurse-patient relationship is safe and to be trusted.

Course Author
This course was developed by the National Council of State Boards of Nursing (NCSBN) based on content written by Julia Aucoin, RN, DNS, BC.

Who Should Take This Course
This program is for every nurse (PN/VNs and RNs) in every practice setting at every level of practice.

Define
privacy legally and morally, using legal and accreditation sources.

Discuss
privacy relating to the patient’s personal information, record, person, and property.

Approach
the patient in a manner that demonstrates regard for their privacy.

Advocate
for patient privacy with colleagues, families, and other disciplines.

Develop
a corrective plan for incidents where privacy rights have been violated.

Most www.learningext.com online courses feature:
- Built-In Glossary
- Interactive Exercises
- Conference Area
- Downloadable Workbook
- Continuing Education Credit
- Syllabus/Study Guide
- Comprehensive Reference List

* Prices subject to change. Please check online for current pricing.